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What is Fusion?
The process that powers the Sun and the stars….
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Advanced computing and 
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The UK Atomic Energy Authority – who are we?
Our mission – to deliver commercial fusion energy….



UK has a new, “grand challenge” mission called STEP
…to stand up the first fusion reactor to deliver power to grid in ~2040
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Why is STEP a grand challenge?
….because there is no time for “test-based design”….
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FOAK fusion reactor

We are here

We must design the world’s first fusion 

reactors in-silico



The Advanced Computing Programme (ACP) at UKAEA
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Five challenges for engineering STEP in-silico….
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1.Validating our models – “Sparse Big Data” + Knowledge Information 

Management (KIM) – towards a Data Centric Engineering approach

2.Fusion reactors are an “Exascale” Grand challenge simulation 

problem (to reduce epistemic uncertainty) – need “actionable”, UQ 

instrumented predictive simulation at scale

3.Black Swans

4.UQ methods – need better UQ solutions for de-risking fusion in-silico

5.Human error – an underestimated source of uncertainty



Challenge 1: “Sparse” Big Data, RDM, KIM
….both are a challenge for effective model “validation”….
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• Fusion is a “Big Data” challenge, however data sets are “clustered” in fusion plasma operating space

• Data “sharing” not yet solved – FAIR 4 Fusion: D. Coster et al., Towards Making Fusion Data FAIR, 2021 IEEE 17th 

International Conference on eScience + https://www.fair4fusion.eu

NSTX MAST-U JET

ITERKSTARJT60-SADIII-D

ASDEX Upgrade

As much as possible, we want to take a DCE (Data 

Centric Engineering) approach to engineering design….

“The goal of the programme is to make data science, mathematical and 

statistical techniques fundamental to engineering practice, making 

engineering safer and smarter and leading to a world in which all that is 
engineered – buildings, transport, energy systems and much more – is 

more intelligently designed, built and maintained, more energy efficient and 

ultimately safer to use and live in.” – Alan Turing Institute.

https://www.fair4fusion.eu/


Challenge 1: FAIR Data Pipeline (SCRC), c. R.Reeve
…we are not alone – we share our problem with the epidemiologists!
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Requirements

- Reproducible

- Traceable

- Validated

- Open source
- Open, FAIR 
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This work was 

undertaken in part as a 
contribution to the Rapid 
Assistance in Modelling 

the Pandemic (RAMP) 
initiative, coordinated by 

the Royal Society



Challenge 1: “Sparse” Big Data, RDM, KIM
Nvidia Omniverse – Fusion SBRI project led by University of Manchester
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• Platform in beta release – pitch for the heart of the “Metaverse”

• Uses Pixar USD container format and MDL (Materials Description Language)

• Should we be working in, and sharing our data in the Metaverse?



Challenge 2: Fusion simulation is an “exascale” challenge
….current capability dominated large, epistemic uncertainty….
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Materials

• Multi-scale, multi-physics, coupling across scales

• Large fraction of “legacy” codes, not designed to be strongly coupled

• Most codes x86, many not hybrid (some even serial!) – few exploit GPUs

• Majority built upon reduced physics (MOR) as computers not fast enough…

• Many codes are “black box” – hard to develop

• Many codes not rigorously validated – and none in reactor regime

Plasma

EPISTEMIC

MODEL

UNCERTAINTY



Challenge 2: Fusion simulation is an “exascale” challenge
….Big Data and the world’s largest supercomputers….
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Tacit knowledge

Digital

Thread

How should we approach the UQ?



Challenge 2: Fusion simulation is an “exascale” challenge
Example 1: Typical Fusion plasma modelling workflow….
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Semi-Intrusive metamodeling approach:

Replace “slow” sub-models with “surrogate 

models” for estimating the uncertainty.

N.B. the sub-models themselves may consist of sub-models, and the 

workflow itself may be deployed as a sub-model in a “Digital Twin”….



Challenge 2: Fusion simulation is an “exascale” challenge
The SEAVEA Project: Surrogate modelling for delivering exascale UQ
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• Software Environment for Actionable & VVUQ-enabled Exascale Applications

• Enable VVUQ for large multiscale & multi-physics applications

• Target present multi-petascale supercomputers and future exa-scale resources.

• Apply to diverse domains: fusion, material science, climate modelling, population displacement & 

bio-medicine

https://excalibur.ac.uk/projects/seavea/

https://excalibur.ac.uk/projects/seavea/
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Challenge 2: Example: NEPTUNE High Priority Use Case
Neutrals and Plasma Turbulence Numerics for the Exascale

~1s long H-mode MAST-U pulse
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Convection simulations – a Nektar++ proxy for validation
Natural fluid convection in a heated cavity (Ed Threlfall, Dave Moxey)

Convection simulations (Nektar++ 

software): small (left) and large 

(right) temperature differentials.

Smallab experimental apparatus 

design (W. Arter, D. Buta)

VVUQ

P-refinement most important for convergence – good news!



Challenge 3:Black Swans
We must design for resiliency (not performance) and insensitivity to epistemics
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"It came out of nothing. It wasn't predicted, it just 

happened...” – Fritz Wagner on discovery of H-
mode

The H-Mode of ASDEX 
ASDEX Team 1989 Nucl. Fusion 29 1959 

ITER Physics Expert Group on Disruptions, 

Plasma Control, and MHD and ITER Physics 
Basis Editors 1999 Nucl. Fusion 39 2251 

MHD stability, operational 

limits and disruptions 
Saturn's North Polar Hexagon in 

Enhanced Colour as seen by Cassini in 

2013

Fluids (and especially plasma) are 

a complex state of matter….let 

alone steel alloys!



Challenge 4: UQ methods….
….the problem with “standard” Monte Carlo based solutions….
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𝑁 = 101 𝑁 = 102 𝑁 = 104

• Actual uncertainty is always larger….but we need “conservatism” in engineering!

• Techniques don’t capture rare and often very severe events (failure modes)

• Require perfect probabilistic knowledge (can’t handle missing information, esp. correlations)

New solutions needed - requirements: 

• always bound exact risks

• Address how “inaccurate the UQ itself is”

• Work with low data scenarios

• Compute with imperfect probabilistic information – imprecise probability theory



Challenge 5: Propensity of humans to introduce uncertainty
Automation is key to reducing uncertainty/risk, not just for efficiency….
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• There are many examples across the engineering world, where 

giving engineers the same challenge, the same tools and the 

same amount of time lead to wildly different answers –

humans in the loop are a major source of uncertainty.

• Automation is important not only for efficiency….

• We must democratize the power of modern computing to all 

our engineers and scientists, making it easier for them to 

manage and share their data and importantly, UQ must be on 

everyone’s mind….we must make the UQ possible for 

everyone, not just UQ specialists.



Challenge 5: Propensity of humans to introduce uncertainty
Automation is key to reducing uncertainty/risk, not just for efficiency….

19J. Buchanan et al. 4th FDPVA meeting 30/11/21 : CC BY-SA 4.0

Example - infrastructure built upon VECMA, Dakota and PROMINENCE for running large numbers

of instances of a code on cloud resources.



Summary of UQ challenges….fusion vs. pandemics…. 
Big but “sparse” Data, KIM, exascale, unknown unknowns and human error….
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• Highly coupled, very complex system of systems challenges

• Models contain significant epistemic uncertainty (and aleatory of course)….

• For validation, a data wrangling / sharing problem at scale….?

• Data for validation are sparse or even non-existent (not many pandemics, no fusion reactors)?

• Reliance upon legacy code and codes/models that are experimental or even black box?

• Difficulty of knowing how uncertain one is….

vs.



Summary of UQ challenges….fusion vs. pandemics…. 
Big but “sparse” Data, KIM, exascale, unknown unknowns and human error….
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If they are the same problem w.r.t. quantifying uncertainty, does it make sense 

to collaborate? i.e., a problem shared is a problem halved?

THANKYOU!

vs.



END
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